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Verbal art
in Karabakh

arabakh is one of the oldest centers of civilization.
Its indigenous residents have erected numerous
monuments of material and spiritual culture that
reflect the mentality of our ancestors who are almost of
the same age as the region. These monuments improved
over time and in every historical period, like in a mirror,
they reflected the life of the people. Among such
masterpieces are monuments of verbal art.
When characterizing the literature of a country or
nation, folklore draws attention first of all. This is natural,
because oral folk poetry always precedes written
literature, which grows and takes shape relying on it.
Karabakh folklore, in form and content, by
category and genre, is very rich and diverse just like
the rest of the centuries-old literature of Azerbaijan.
Works of literary art created in this region are in perfect
harmony with the nature, beauty and riches of Karabakh.
Along with its thematic diversity, vitality and
expressiveness of the language, vivid imagery and
accumulation of local color, as well as other artistic-
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aesthetic features, these works are also characterized
by the fact that they glorify our beloved Karabakh with
endless love. Hundreds of poetic works are devoted to
Karabakh and the cultural center of this paradise, the city
of Shusha. A two-volume of such works alone has more
than one and a half thousand pages. (1). We especially
stress: all this indicates that one can so sincerely
glorify only his native land and only natives can
so ardently and sincerely love their land and so
skillfully describe it. Armenians have not dedicated
any literary, music or any other works of art to Karabakh.
Why? Great critic Belinskiy believed that “literature, in the
precise and specific sense of this word, must mean the
mind of the people, historically expressed in verbal
works of their mind and imagination...” (highlighted
by us – S.N.). Armenians in Karabakh historically did not
exist, and historically they could not express their
consciousness in verbal works about life in Karabakh,
and also, because they are a foreign soul that is alien to
this land.
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Poet Mashadi Ayyub Baki

Poet, artist and philosopher Mir Mohsun Navvab

Mashadi Ayyub Baki
Where trouble is known,
They cry day and night
See how misfortunate I am
Sorrow is crying over me!
Sing the mournful hymn, oh mountains,
Arrange a wake for me, oh mountains!
Life is gone with my beloved
Close my eyelids, oh mountains!
Snow came down, the mountains shone
The mountains soon darkened!
Your Ayyub died in separation
The mountains went into mourning

Mir Mohsun Navvab
Novruz Bayram is a cherished time,
Gifts and fun – till the morning
Honoring the sacred custom tonight
I hope you’ll be generous to me!
Why, poor man, are you puffing?
If you damn the ant, you will see the mouse
And he looked silently and mockingly, knowing:
You can damn the fool with silence even worse
                                 
Translated by V. Gafarov
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Molla Panah Vagif
I liken the lips to sapphire
And these teeth to choice pearls
A treasure trove of pearls is your speech
Wisdom lies in every precious word.
Why are you hiding from me?
Your eyes are like black flowers,
They blink with the advent of darkness
And the night gets me down like hard times.
Seeing your radiance through the veil
I’m ready to revolve with a prayer
Adopting determination from moths
Their craving for light is above the fear of death
My message is the cry of my soul,
Agile wind, pass it on quickly
And if they ask from whom?, whisper to her:
Your madman sent it at dawn
The eyes get drunk - this is their feature
The cheeks get red - this is their feature
Curls become bolder – disorder awaits them
The crest and wind are innocent here
Vagif considers your image holy
Vagif will cling to your footsteps with his face
Vagif is obsessed with one desire
He does not think about anything else in the world
Translated by V. Gafarova
A woman with a good heart
Will not become paler even if a century passes
If you give a word, the soul will be light
She will not get darker because of hard times
Beauty is true to the noble one
She is slim – she will not hunch up
If she is gifted with kindness
She will not betray you and get colder
Her blood is girlishly clean
Her lips are brighter than fresh roses
Her eyelashes are sharper than arrows... until a hundred
years
The wounding steel will not get weak
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Is it scary for the perfect one to live to be a hundred years old?!
Even if she has no strength in motion
But the same light still burns in the eyes
She will not get less charm
True happiness – don’t forget Is in the one that knows the sorrowful path of passion
To girls, Vagif, do not cling,
Or else quiet days will be gone
Translated by M. Petrov
(An Armenian in the first place) is not capable and
cannot praise a foreign land. The Armenian soul that is
alien to this land cannot achieve and create miraculous
words, for example, laconic and at the same time deeply
meaningful bayats dedicated to our land. By the way,
bayats come from the ancient Azerbaijani Bayat tribe,
who gave mankind the great Fizuli. (2)
In fact, each bayati is almost equal to a large epic
picture by its semantic volume. Here is a sample of a
bayati on Karabakh:
My beloved Karabakh
Sheki, Shirvan, Karabakh!
Even if the whole world becomes a paradise
Karabakh is unforgettable!
As can be seen, for a people who created this bayati
and repeated the word “Karabakh” three times in four
short lines, the motherland is higher and more valuable
than everything else. They need their own Karabakh
paradise! No other paradise will replace Karabakh for
them. Karabakh is irreplaceable and unforgettable!
Of course, the bayati is only one of the genres of
Karabakh, as well as all Azerbaijani folklore, which is
abundant in lullabies, tales, legends, dastans, proverbs,
sayings and jokes.
Verbal art in Karabakh developed over the centuries.
Quite a mature literary and artistic environment was
formed here.
In the literary world of Karabakh, ashug poetry
takes a special place. Azerbaijan has 16 ashug
environments, including Karabakh. (3). Such masters of
poetry as Sari Ashug, Gurbani, Lele, Ashug Valeh (real
name - Safi), Ashug Samad - teacher (ustad) of Valeh,
Ashug Muhammad (father of Valeh), Abbas Tufarganli,
Miskin Abdal and Ashug Pari belong to the ashug
environment of Karabakh.
Karabakh ashugs enjoyed widespread fame not
only in Karabakh and Azerbaijan, but also far beyond.
This is evidenced by poetic competitions (“dayishma”)
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with ashugs both from other regions of Azerbaijan, as
well as from other countries. For example, the Karabakh
ashug Valeh competed with ashug Mahmud from
Ardabil, Suleyman - from Nakhchivan, Feyruz - from
Turkey, Masum Afandi - from Shirvan and Zarnigar – from
Derbent. (4)
The popularity of the Karabakh ashugs is also proven
by the fact that favorite dastan tellers themselves became
their characters. For example, the next generations of
ashugs made up epics “Sari Ashug and Yakhshi”,
“Gurbani”, “Abbas and Gulgaz” and “Valeh and
Zarnigar”. In Karabakh, people so deeply honor the
memory of their ashugs that the graves of Gurbani, Lele
and Sari Ashug in Jabrayil, Fizuli and Zangilan districts
have become places of worship (3; 5)).
Dastans are a major line of Azerbaijani and
hence Karabakh folklore, which has rich experience
and traditions. The result was that Karabakh folklore
presented Azerbaijani culture with a classic example
of a dastan - “Gachag Nabi” (19th century). The events
that formed its story-fable basis took place in the
mountainous regions of Karabakh or wider Zangazur
(Lachin, Gubadli and Gorus). This product, like other
heroic epics of Azerbaijan literature, is one of the perfect
specimens of fantastic genre, synthesizing ashug poetry
and fantastic narrative. And in it, the poetic word and
weapon, as if alternating, exist together. Words in poetic
composition, expressing the inner world of characters
and their state of mind, enhance the lyrical nature of the
tale and add tension to the dynamics of events, while
the weapon represents real strength. Characters of the
dastan wield this and that weapon perfectly well. The
Shusha mountains and the Shusha prison, where Hajar
is jailed, act as symbols of impregnability and make
Nabi even more brave and fearless in the imagination of
listeners and readers of the dastan. And Nabi, of course,
frees his beloved Hajar from prison.
It is rightly considered that “the ways in which
the literary and philosophical thought of the people
converged, or, on the contrary, diverged with each other,
always passed through Karabakh”, and Karabakh was “a
launching pad for putting literary epochs into poetic
orbit” in the 17th-18th centuries. (6)
We know from history that the cultural centers of not
only Karabakh but also of Azerbaijan, in different periods,
were cities such as Barda, Beylagan, Ganja, and from the
middle of the 18th century - Shusha. By the way, the
history of these Azerbaijani cities has been studied well
enough and continues to be studied by our historians,
www.irs-az.com

archaeologists and ethnographers. For example, the
political and economic history of the city of Barda, its
culture from ancient times to the recent periods, have
been examined thoroughly by a doctor of historical
sciences Gasim Hajiyev; the history of Beylagan - doctor
of historical sciences Gara Ahmadov; the history of Ganja
– Isa Jafarzadeh, Rauf Ahmadov and doctor of historical
sciences Fakhraddin Mammadov; and the history of
Shusha - Nazim Mammadov and Guljamal Ismayilova.
The following fact draws attention: Armenians never
studied the history of these cities, while they brazenly
claim ancient Azerbaijani lands, having captured 20
per cent of the territory of Azerbaijan through military
aggression, including the cultural center of Karabakh - the
city of Shusha. They never studied them because they are
not Armenian lands and cities and there is not and cannot
be any historical and archaeological material here, even
elements of cultural heritage and in general, anything
that resembled Armenians. The Armenians deliberately
resettled in Karabakh in the early 19th century and simply
lived there thanks to the generosity and hospitality of
the Azerbaijanis. How could these ungrateful Armenians
build Shusha or claim it, not to mention the ancient cities
of Karabakh and Azerbaijan, if they resettled in our native
lands almost seventy-eighty years after the founding of
Shusha? For clarity and specificity, we reiterate - Shusha
was founded and built before the arrival of the Armenians
in Karabakh (early 19th century), and by the time of their
resettlement, Shusha was already quite a famous city
throughout the Middle East, and not only in the East.
Generally, Shusha quickly turned into a modern city
for its time. It was precisely in Shusha that the foundations
of a new literary school took shape. Here, a special place
belongs to the poet Molla Panah Vagif (1717-1797),
a native of Kazakh. Vagif is not known as a statesman,
although he has a lot of merits in this field too, but as a
poet. His special input to national literature includes the
cleansing of the literary language from Arab-Persian
features, the convergence of the literary and spoken
languages and the maximum connection of poetry
to life.
Another prominent representative of Azerbaijani
literature in Karabakh, but in another period, was Gasim
bay Zakir (1784-1857), who was born in Shusha. He was
one of the first representatives of the critical and realistic,
in the classic sense of the word, trend in Azerbaijani
poetry. He is rightly considered the founder of critical
realism and the satirical trend in our poetry. We
should recall that Vagif and Zakir were influenced by the
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ashug poetry of the 17th and 18th centuries and had a
great influence on the ashug art of Karabakh themselves.
The literary and poetic school of Karabakh is also
adorned by the fact that they have always been faithful
to centuries-old traditions here. Thus, the traditions of
all previous Azerbaijani literature survived and were
creatively supported in the activity of Karabakh poetesses
of the 17th-19th centuries: Ashuq Pari, daughter of
Ibrahim Khalil Khan Agabeyim aga, Fatma Khanum
Kamina, and daughter of the Khan of Karabakh
Mehtigulu Khan, Khurshidbanu Natavan (1830-1897).
The activities of Khan gizi Natavan were much broader.
Along with literary work, she launched great nationalpatriotic and public work. Natavan khanum cared about
education, enlightenment, culture, the development of
the city of Shusha, organized literary meetings and built a
water pipeline to the city. One of these sources in Shusha
is still called “Khan gizi bulagi” (“Khan gizi spring”).
In the 19th century, permanent literary meetings were
established in Shusha where poetic competitions were
held. In 1864, Majlisi-uns (Friendship Society) of Haji
Abbas Agahi began to operate in Shusha. From 1872, the
Majlis gathered in the house of Khurshidbanu Natavan.
Mirza Hagverdi Safa (1800-1881), Mirza Sadig Paran
(1813-1898), Mahammadali Bay Makhfi (1821-1892),
Mirza Hasan Yuzbashov (Garabagi) (1824-1904), Mirza
Jafar Kohnafurush (1839-1903), Mirza Rahim Fena (18411898) and other representatives of Karabakh intelligentsia
participated in the Majlisi-uns.
In Shusha, on the initiative of the scholar and poet, a
man of broad-scoped activities, Mir Mohsun (Movsum)
Navvab, the second literary society Majlisi Faramushan
(Assembly of the Forgotten) was organized. It included
such leading men of its time as Mirza Mahammad Katib
(1833-1883), Abdullah Bay Asi (1839-1874), Fatma khanum
Kamina (1840-1898), Hasanalikhan Garadagi (1847-1929)
and Mashadi Ayyub Baki (Sympathizer) (1856-1909).
In these meetings, not only did they recite poetry, they
also performed mugams that powerfully entered the life
of Karabakh and conducted scientific conversations and
scientific disputes on various aspects of history, literature,
philosophy and art.
Part of the literary and cultural life of Karabakh,
concentrated mainly in Shusha, is the formation and
development of theatrical art. It must be noted that
from 1848, i.e. long before the first performance of
the professional Azerbaijani theater in Baku, amateur
performances were staged in Shusha. From 1882, theater
performances in Shusha became regular. Different plays
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were staged. The works of Shusha resident Najaf bay
Vazirov enjoyed a particular success (1854-1926).
Writer and playwright Najaf bay Vazirov

Najaf bay Vazirov is the founder of the genre of
realistic tragedy in our literature. As a playwright, he
authored “Musibati Fakhraddin”, “Haji Gambar”, “From Rain
into Downpour”, “The name is there, he himself is not”
and other works. He was also a talented journalist and
columnist.
Another prominent representative of Azerbaijani
literature was Abdurrahim bay.
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Daughter of the last Karabakh khan, poetess
Khurshidbanu Natavan with her son and daughter

Once the young Majnun was looking for his Layla
So my insane longing is looking for you
Dreaming about you and your face
It walks on sharp rocks, on water and sand
And the glory of thy beauty does not come off my lips
Like waves lapping against coastal cliffs will never cease
And stonecutter Farhad lived and gouged the mountain
To see the one he loved behind the mountain
And he spent a hundred years in inconsolable misery
And in order for you, my son, to breath and live again
Abbas, your mother will have enough of true strength
To suffer not a month or a year, but hundreds of hard years
Oh, how obscure my life is and how long my days are!
I do not see a sunny day and the new moon
I remember a blooming garden and a date with you
My soul soared like an eagle into the vastness of the sky
But the wild whirlwind broke its wings for good
Without sparing my love and without seeing my gray hair

Natavan
To my son
Oh son, the evil fire of separation is rising in me
The soul, like a weak moth, is burning on that fire
Like every song of the nightingale is longing for the rose
So in every cry of the soul thundering in silence
A gust of sadness, longing and sorrow for you
Sounds in the dark nights and in the radiant day

Oh, it would be better if I was blind all my life
I would not admire your heavenly beauty!
How early the light spring dried out and the cypress faded!
And now, my boy, you are lying in the ground, in the thick grass
And only the stone says that it’s you
A bright sun is burning over the stone slab
I wish I saw you as a happy fiance for a moment
So you, with downcast eyes, looked in confusion all around
I wish I could give up my eyes forever for the look of your eyes
My heart cannot think about anything else for a moment
I live in the dark corner of sadness and longing
And the tears of Natavan flow like a transparent spring
Translated by M. Aliger
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Dear, I am a falcon
I am on a high mountain
I cherish and guard
Our native land
                         ***
Do you see a flock of cranes?
Note the order in it
For his country, the man
Sacrifices his life
                         ***
This black notebook
Is the right match for our fate
All pages are scribbled all over
There is nowhere to write the words
Translated by V. Gafarov

Poetess Fatma khanum Kamina

Agabaji
My native land, how beautiful you are
Happy is one who lives breathing you
Stronger than the bell to the camel’s neck
My soul is tied to you
                           ***
Frost and hail in boxes,
Grapes in boxes?
Even if Tehran becomes a paradise,
I will not forget Karabakh!
Bayati
You, the land of Shusha, are a balm
I will put you in my eyes
My beloved has sent a little letter
Joy with grief in half
                       ***
There is a camp, there are people
Disappears the trace of people
I separated from Karabakh
This is the trouble that is fiercer than all
                          ***
These mountains are good
But not for my soul
I’m a resident of Karabakh
So put it down that way
                         ***
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Hagverdiyev (1870-1933) was also born in Shusha. He
received his primary education here and studied in the
Shusha real school. As a student, he wrote the comedy
“Haji Dashdamir”. Continuing the creative traditions of M.
F. Akhundov and N. Vazirov, Hagverdiyev created such
immortal dramatic works as “The Destroyed Nest” and
“The Unfortunate Young Man”. He also wrote short stories
and scientific articles.

Poet, writer and public figure Firudin bay Kocharli
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Poet and philosopher Gasim bay Zakir

Another native of Shusha is a major literary critic
of Azerbaijan Firudin Bay Kocharli (1863-1920). He
always fought for the purity of our literary language. This
can be seen from his articles and reviews of works of
Azerbaijani writers, especially beginners. He is the author
of the capital work “The Literature of Azerbaijani Turks”.
The life and career of another native of Karabakh,
Suleyman Sani Akhundov (1875-1939) – the author of
the “Scary Tales” that are popular all over Azerbaijan – are
linked to Shusha and in general, to Karabakh.
Yusif Vazir Chamanzaminli (1887-1943) - one of
the most talented representatives of national literature
- was also born in Shusha. He spent his childhood and
adolescence in Shusha. Chamanzaminli wrote about
Shusha more than all other natives of Karabakh. As
the fates decreed, he lived in various cities around the
world (Ashgabat, Kiev, Paris), but always remembered his
hometown and always thought about it. Shusha at the
turn of the 19th and 20th centuries is reflected in his novels
“Twenty years of my life” and “Book of a young man”. In
these works, Shusha is described in so much detail -

Zakir
How I did not die, I do not know myself,
I got used to the pain without you
I rejoice at my affairs
And in them I am free without you
Day by day, the longing of love
Is becoming more and more painful in my blood
Let my eyes flow out!
They do not have freedom without you
You are young, whose voice is sweet
I wish you could see me exhausted
I stopped my speech
My language is weak-willed without you!
I looked around, and there is no one
Who could give me advice
How can we stand so much trouble
In the unfortunate fate without you
www.irs-az.com
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And I cry, Zakir, stronger and stronger
Than the nightingale on the night of separation
Without a goal and in the bitterness of mine
How long should I live without you?
Oh darling, you and I are apart
Do I have patience now?
You are my dream, my dear thought
I have no words – there is only suffering
In togetherness two bring me sorrow
But I am afraid that they will not allow me to hit back
Be fair, I come to you for judgment
There is an accusation against you
There are no shortcomings in her character,
Neither in appearance nor in the sweetness of speech
I left my heart at her door
I am embarrassed for a crime
Don’t shake her hair, wind
I don’t want you to bring sorrow into in her heart
Maybe my destiny is to avoid tears
She has my desire as a pledge

Mirza Hasan Garabagi
Don’t flatter yourself with the world, don’t complicate things,
You will be disappointed, be careful!
Don’t forget that this world is deceptive
It is honey from outside, but real poison from inside
                              ***
Those who love this world will live suffering
Why would a wise man need wealth?!
I will live cuddling
Don’t think that you are caressing the virgin of paradise!
                              ***
The world has caught a lot of hearts
And prepared an evil end for them
The world is a feast, said the simpleton
The world is a cell, believes the wise man
                              ***
The world is rotating, son,
In order for you to win bread,
Ignorant greedy men only want to eat
And they don’t even think of the bread-winner
                                         ***
If you want to thrive - study
Science, be courteous, my dear
Any elevation has
Science and courtesy behind itself

Unable to stand discord in emotions
Majnun retired into the steppe, Farhad ran to the
mountains
I, offended Zakir, am glad to suffer
I have the ability to endure sadness
Translated by Ya. Keykhauz
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Sagari Garabagi
Spring has come, the meadow is full of flowers
Nightingales sing louder and louder around
Give me, royal carver, a bowl of rose color
Let’s congratulate the rose on the holiday, my friend!
                            ***
I am a nightingale in the garden of love, in captivity,
My cries go into the sky
My cry in separation became a new flood
And I’m drowning in the depths of my tears
                            ***
How long will the sky prolong the torture?
How long will I weep and shed tears?
With hot sighs in separation
I can accidentally burn the whole world!
                            ***
I am weak and orphaned before time
The world is drowning me in my own tears
In the darkness of your curls I got lost Where is the patron of travelers - Khidir?

mugam performing arts, which is an integral part of the
life of Karabakh
have traveled a long historical path of formation.
In all these processes, the Armenians did not and could
not play any role. Firstly, when Karabakh and Azerbaijan as
a whole went through historical stages of the formation
of the above-mentioned literary and cultural creative
traditions, the Armenians had not yet been resettled
in Karabakh, as well as in the Caucasus. They appeared
in the Azerbaijani land only in the first third of the 19th
century. In other words, the ethno-cultural, literary and
artistic-aesthetic traditions of Karabakh formed long
before the arrival of the Armenians in this territory. For
this reason, they were not “members” of the literary world
of Karabakh and have nothing to do either with the land
of Azerbaijan or with the material and spiritual values
created by our ancestors in their homeland . Secondly,
they never understood and never learned the spirit and
traditions of Karabakh. Thirdly, they could not glorify a
foreign land that was alien to them, although they claim
Karabakh from time to time without any justification.

Translated by V. Gafarov
That their material may well serve as an ethnographic
source for the study of the everyday life of Shusha and
Karabakh. In the literary heritage of Chamanzaminli, a
special place belongs to the novels “Students”, “Paris”, “In
Blood” and “Girls’ Spring”. The novel “In Blood” is devoted
to the history of the Karabakh Khanate, or rather, the life
of Ibrahim Khan and events at the turn of the century.
Chamanzaminli is the founder of the genre of the
historical novel in Azerbaijani literature.
Further, in the 20th century Karabakh gave a lot of
talented and bright individuals to Azerbaijani literature,
music, art and science - national culture in general.
Of course, it is impossible to create a complete picture
of the history of the literary life of Karabakh in one article.
The rich culture of Karabakh deserves more thorough
and comprehensive research. However, even a brief
introduction to the history of literary Karabakh clearly
indicates that:
1) The creation works of folklore and the ashug
environment here, in the literary and musical meetings
of which poetic competitions (“dayishma”) of ashugs took
place,
2) The formation of such societies that conducted
literary conversations and scientific and cultural debates,
3) The establishment of traditions of theater art and
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